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Use of a blue filter in visual field analysis

Charles E Hugkulstone, Stephen A Vernon

Abstract
One hundred and twenty seven eyes of 127
patients were studied by means of a Kodak 47B
Wratten blue gelatin filter in conjunction with
the Friedmann Mark 1 visual field analyser.
There were 49 patients in the normal group, 50
patients in the ocular hypertension group, and
28 patients in a group with early glaucoma. A
simple scoring system did not show a useful
difference between these three groups. How-
ever, use of a derived threshold value for each
target group designated by the letters B to P
(giving selective blue field scores) differen-
tiated between normal subjects and those with
early glaucomatous field loss. When used with
a calculated upper limit of normal to give a

specificity of 96%, this test had a sensitivity of
64%. Of the ocular hypertension group 22%
gave abnormal results in comparison with
normal persons. This simple adaptation to the
Friedmann protocol may aid the ophthal-
mologist in the detection and confirmation of
early glaucoma.
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The diagnosis of chronic glaucoma generally
rests on the triad of raised intraocular pressure,

cupping of the optic disc, and a classical field
defect. The diagnosis is straightforward when
all three are present, but is less so in the early
stages before unequivocal field defects develop.

Recent work has attempted to improve the
sensitivity of detecting glaucomatous damage at
an early stage. Blue light information is processed
by larger sized ganglion cells (with correspond-
ing differences in their axons) than red or green
light,' and it has been found that the larger
diameter axons are selectively damaged by
glaucoma.2 Blue colour vision defects have been
shown to occur in glaucoma and ocular hyper-
tension3 and also to be related to the highest
recorded intraocular pressure in patients with
glaucoma.4 However, these tests require

sophisticated and expensive equipment.
Only one study has investigated the use of a

blue stimulus with a standard central field
analyser,5 but it found no advantage for it over a

white stimulus, though normal subjects were not
studied. This paper presents the findings of a

study by a different technique using a blue filter
with a Friedmann central visual field analyser in
normal subjects, ocular hypertensives, and
patients with early chronic simple glaucoma.

Patients and methods
Subjects were selected from patients attending
two separate ophthalmic outpatient departments
who had a visual acuity of at least 6/18 unaided
and 6/9 or better aided. Classification into the
three groups (normal, ocular hypertension, or

glaucoma) was based on the worse eye (that is, by

patient). If both eyes were eligible for this study,
then only one was randomly included in the
statistical analysis.
Normal subjects were required to have an

intraocular pressure of 21 mmHg or less and
healthy fundi with normal optic discs. Patients
with glaucoma were defined by an intraocular
pressure >21 mmHg without treatment, patho-
logical cupping of the optic disc, and at least
three adjacent spots of reduced sensitivity on
field testing with the Friedmann Mark 1 analyser.
However, if an eye had more than four points of
absolute field loss per vertical hemifield, that eye
was excluded from analysis, because we were
concentrating on cases of early glaucoma only.
The ocular hypertension group included patients
with a similarly raised intraocular pressure but
without visual field loss to a white target or
specific pathological features on disc examin-
ation. Patients using miotic eye drops were
excluded, as were known diabetics.

All patients gave verbal consent after the
nature and purpose of this investigation had been
explained to them.
The test was performed with the Friedmann

Mark 1 visual field analyser without any spec-
tacle correction. The threshold value for a white
stimulus was determined by means of the four
points 2.50 from fixation (target group P). The
neutral density filter was started at 2 4 log units,
and subjects were allowed three attempts at this
value. This was then reduced by steps of 0-2 log
unit until at least two of the four targets were
seen in two out of the three attempts. This value
was defined as the threshold, which was then
reduced by a further 04 log unit to run the test
(the working value). The four extreme peripheral
points (target group A) were ignored, and sub-
jects were allowed three attempts at the working
value for the remaining targets. If any points
were missed, the filter setting was reduced by 0'2
log unit and a further three attempts were
allowed at the new setting. This process was
repeated until all the points were seen, and the
highest filter setting for each point was recorded
on a standard chart.
Once the test was completed for the white

stimulus, a Kodak 47B Wratten blue gelatin
filter mounted in a spectacle frame (with an
occluder set in front of the fellow eye) was worn
by the subject. We then repeated the test using
the same protocol as above, but, unlike the
previous report of this technique,5 we used the
working value already determined for the white
stimulus. A separate standard chart was used to
record the highest filter setting found for each
point with the blue stimulus.

Initially a simple scoring system was applied to
the blue field. This gave 1 point for each 0-2 log
unit decrease from the working value found for
all targets.
A further scoring system was also employed,
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Table I Mean (SD) valuesfor bluefield and selective blue
field (SBF) scores

Bluefield score SBF score

Normal 22-3 (25-6) 7-5 (6-2)
Ocular hypertension 31-8 (30 7) 12-7 (10-4)
Glaucoma 552 (31-8) 28-7(15-8)

termed the selective blue field (SBF). The SBF
was obtained by considering the filter settings
used for each one of the 14 groups of two to four
individual targets when recording the blue field.
The highest value recorded for any one of these
points was treated as the threshold value for that
particular target group. The remaining points in
the group were then given a score of 1 point for
each 0-2 log unit reduction from this derived
'setting threshold'. These were then recorded on
to a third standard chart, and their total score
noted.

Statistical analysis was performed with the
unpaired t test. Values are given as mean

(standard deviation) unless otherwise noted.

Results
In total 127 patients were studied. These were
divided into 49 patients in the normal group, 50
in the ocular hypertension group, and 28 in the
early glaucoma group. A further two patients
were unable to see the fixation target when
wearing the blue filter and were excluded from
the study. The mean ages of these three groups,
58-7 (10 2), 62-0 (11-7), and 63-4 (9-8) years
respectively, showed no significant difference.
The mean blue field scores are shown in Table

1. Although there was a significant difference
between the normal and glaucoma subjects,
there was considerable overlap between all three
groups because of the frequent generalised
depression in sensitivity produced by the blue
filter, especially within the central 100. This is
demonstrated by calculating an upper limit of
normal as the mean + (196 x SD) from the
results of the normal group. This gives a value of
72 5, which is greater than the mean scores for
both the ocular hypertension (31-8) and the
glaucoma groups (55 2). The blue field scores

were therefore unhelpful in distinguishing
patients with early glaucoma from normal
subjects.
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Figure I Scattergram of the selective blue field (SBF) scores

forthe threegroups. Eachpoint represents oneeyeofonepatient.
The dotted line represents the calculated upper limit ofnormal
(see text). OH=ocular hypertension.

The SBF scoring system was developed to try
to remove this background noise. Table 1 also
shows the mean SBF scores for all three groups.
The score for normal subjects was significantly
lower than for both the ocular hypertension
group (p<0 01) and the glaucoma patients
(p<0 001), while the ocular hypertensive
patients also had a lower SBF score than those
with glaucoma (p<0 001). The distribution of
SBF scores in the three groups is presented in
Figure 1.
An upper limit of normal of 19-7 for the SBF

score was calculated in the same way as for the
blue field score mentioned above. When this was
applied to the ocular hypertensive group,
although the mean score (12-7) was below the
upper limit of normal, 11 subjects (22%) had
values above it. In the early glaucoma group 18
patients (64%) had scores higher than the upper
limit of normal, as was the mean score for this
group (28 7).
The 10 eyes from the early glaucoma group

that fall below the upper limit of normal were
looked at more closely. Two had no field loss on
standard testing with a white stimulus, but came
from the patients whose diagnostic eye showed
marked field loss and so was excluded from the
analysis.

Discussion
The selection of subjects with good visual acuity
was determined by the use of a spectacle frame to
mount the blue filter. To prevent any artefacts
arising from superimposing the blue filter frame
over the patient's own spectacles we decided to
test all subjects without any correction. By our
choice of a minimum unaided acuity of 6/18, we
excluded any large uncorrected refractive error
which might have influenced the results. Low
power spherical refractive errors have been
shown to reduce threshold values, but this
occurs with a similar magnitude at all eccentrici-
ties within the central 250,6 and so should not
affect our findings. However, it does mean that
our results are confined to a select population,
and further work would be required on patients
whose visual acuities fall outside this range.
Although of interest, our original analyses

using the blue field scores were clearly unhelpful
in quantitatively distinguishing the glaucoma
and normal groups. As mentioned above, this
was because of the generalised depression in
sensitivity with the blue field, particularly
centrally, which the SBF was developed to
counteract. We have demonstrated that the SBF
score produces a marked difference between the
normal and early glaucoma groups, with con-
siderably less overlap.

In addition, when the specificity of the upper
limit of normal for both SBF and blue field
scores is set high at 96%, the SBF score sensitivity
for patients with early glaucoma is 64%, in
contrast to 25% for the blue field score. These
values may reflect the relatively small numbers
in the glaucoma group (all of whom had only
early field changes), as the 95% confidence
interval shows that the SBF sensitivity may
range from 46% up to 82%. If the specificity is
lowered to 90%, then the SBF sensitivity shows a
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corresponding increase to 75% (95% confidence
interval 59% to 91%). This requires only a small
reduction in the value of the upper limit of
normal to 17 5.

If the two eyes without field loss are excluded
from the early glaucoma group, then the sen-
sitivity for detecting early field loss rises to 69%
(95% confidence interval 51% to 87%) for the
original specificity of 96%. Lowering the speci-
ficity to 90% produces a sensitivity for early field
loss of 81% (95% confidence interval 66% to
96%).
Of particular interest was the distribution of

eyes in the ocular hypertensive group, with 22%
having an abnormal SBF score. The main draw-
back with this observation is whether these
scores are repeatable, and this does require
further study. However, abnormalities of visual
function in ocular hypertensive patients have
been reported in other studies assessing colour
vision,78 contrast sensitivity,9 and with pattern
electroretinography."0

Epidemiological studies suggest that approxi-
mately 10% of patients with ocular hypertension
develop the typical field defects of glaucoma
when followed up for 10 years.'12 Our ocular
hypertensive group, because ofreferral practices,
may contain a greater proportion who will con-
vert to glaucoma. This analysis may therefore
offer additional information for use when
attempting to assess which of these patients may
progress to develop field loss, though a prospec-
tive follow-up study is required to evaluate this.

Recently it has been found that the use ofa blue
stimulus on a yellow background allows the
isolation ofshort wavelength sensitive cones, and
can detect glaucoma-like field defects that are
undetectable with a standard white stimulus.8
Since our subjects wore the blue filter, this
effectively produces a blue background, which
should not stimulate the long and medium
wavelength sensitive cones, thus creating similar
conditions to those employed by Heron and
colleagues,8 but by a different and simpler
technique. More recent work, again using a blue
stimulus on a yellow background, has confirmed
its ability to detect early glaucomatous damage.'3
However, the authors also found that with dense
defects (greater than 10 log unit) blue/yellow
perimetry showed no advantage over standard
perimetry.

Isolated missed points on a suprathreshold

screening programme are not uncommon in
clinical practice,' and they may cause consider-
able confusion. In the presence of an equivocal
field defect on a white field an SBF score of 19 or
less would indicate an 82% probability of nor-
mality. A score greater than this indicates a 90%
probability of abnormality and would demand
closer observation. However, this applies only to
a typical hospital population of glaucoma sus-
pects, where one-third of suspects would have
early glaucoma.

In conclusion, although Logan and Anderson
dismissed the use ofa blue filter,I we consider that
its use, with our protocol, may aid the detection
and confirmation of early loss of visual function
in glaucoma suspects and merits further
investigation.

We thank MrT Arulampalam and Mr A S Rubasingham for kindly
allowing us to study patients under their care.
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